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Introduction 
Let {Be, t E T} be a set of Boolean algebras and let ,x be an infinite 
cardinal. We are concerned with the ,x-extensions of {Be, t E T}, i.e. 
,x-complete Boolean algebras in which the Boolean algebras Bt can be 
imbedded and which are ,x-generated by U Bt. We will be primarily 
teT 
interested in two types of ,x-extensions. Section l is devoted to the first 
of these types, the free ,x-extension. An ,x-extension B is called a free 
,x-extension, if every set of homomorphisms of the Bt into an ,x-complete 
Boolean algebra can be extended to an ,x-homomorphism. As a special 
case we will consider the free complete extension of a set {Be, t E T} of 
Boolean algebras. 
The concept of a free ,x-extension B"' of a single Boolean algebra B 
was introduced and studied by YAQUB [8], who proved that B"' always 
exists and is uniquely determined. B"' can also be obtained as a special 
case of recent results obtained by SIKORSKI [7]. BN, is of course a-represen-
table, but it is even a a-field of sets, which is isomorphic to the least a-field 
of subsets of the dual space of B, which contains all the open-and-closed 
subsets of the space. For ,x > 2110 , B"' need not be ,x-representable, but if B"' 
is ,x-representable, then it is an ,x-field of sets. It was shown by DAY [1] 
and YAQUB [8], that for ,x > 2Ko each of these last conditions is equivalent 
to the condition that B is superatomic, i.e. every homomorphic image 
of B, and equivalently every subalgebra of B is atomic. Whereas the 
free ,x-extension of a single Boolean algebra B always exists for every 
cardinal <X, B need not always have a free complete extension. Recently, 
GAIFMAN [3] and HALES [9] proved independently the conjecture of 
RIEGER [5] which states that no infinite free Boolean algebra has a free 
complete extension. Using Gaifman's result DAY [l] proved that the 
free complete extension of B exists if and only if B is superatomic. In 
section l we will generalize the aforementioned results for a single Boolean 
algebra, to sets of Boolean algebras. 
In section 2 we will deal with a subclass of the ,x-extensions of {Be, t E T}, 
the ,x-regular extensions, which are characterized by the condition that 
all imbeddings are ,x-regular. In particular we are interested in the free 
,x-regular extension. An ,x-regular extension B is a free ,x-regular extension 
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if every set of £X:-homomorphisms of the Bt into an £X:-complete Boolean 
algebra can be extended to an £X:-homomorphism. The concept of the 
free complete regular extension is of course obvious. 
The free No-regular extension B:. of a single Boolean algebra B was 
studied first by SIKORSKI [6] (where it is called maximal a-extension). 
It was shown in [6] that B:. is isomorphic to the smallest a-field Fa(B) 
of subsets of the dual space of B, which contains all the open-and-closed 
subsets, modulo the ideal of subsets of No-category. The free £X:-regular 
extension of a single Boolean algebra B for arbitrary £X: was investigated 
by KERSTAN [4], SIKORSKI [7] and YAQUB (8] who all used different 
methods. It was shown in [8] that Sikorski's result for £X:=No can be 
generalized in a natural way to the following result. B! is isomorphic to 
B"'fi"', where B"' is the free £X:-extension of B and where I"' is an £X:-ideal 
of B"' which for £X:= No coincides with the ideal of subsets of Fa(B) which 
are of No-category. 
The class of £X:-regular extensions and the free £X:-regular extension B* 
of a set {Bt, t E T} of Boolean algebras was investigated by SIKORSKI [7] 
(where the free £X:-regular extension is called the maximal £X:-product of 
the Bt, also cf [10]). Sikorski obtains the free £X:-regular extension B* as an £X:-
regular extension which is maximal in a certain sense. We will use a different 
approach which is based on the results obtained in section l and which 
will make use of the free £X:-extension of {Bt, t E T}. We will show that 
B* is isomorphic to Bfi, where B is the free £X:-extension, and where I 
is an £X:-ideal of B which is a natural generalization of the ideal I"' mentioned 
above. 
This characterization of the free £X:-regular extension is then used, in 
section 3, in investigating the problem concerning the existence of the 
free complete regular extension of { Bt, t E T}. It is known that the free 
complete regular extension of a single Boolean algebra always exists and 
it is simply its normal completion. However, the free complete regular 
extension of an arbitrary set {Bt, t E T} of Boolean algebras need not exist. 
We show that if each Bt is atomic, then the free complete regular extension 
of {Bt, t E T} exists if and only if T is finite. 
For the meaning of those concepts as £X:-complete Boolean algebras, 
£X:-regular subalgebras, £X:-homomorphisms, £X:-isomorphisms, complete homo-
morphisms, complete isomorphisms, £X:-ideals, free product (=Boolean pro-
duct) of a set of Boolean algebras, normal £X:-completion and normal com-
pletion 'of a Boolean algebra, which are not defined in the sequel we refer 
to the literature [2], [6], [8]. A subalgebra B' of an £X:-complete Boolean 
algebra B, £X:-generates B, if B is the smallest £X:-regular, £X:~complete sub-
algebra of B which contains B'. If B' is a subalgebra of a Boolean algebra 
Band if Sis a subset of B', then the product in B' of the elements of B 
which belong to S (provided this product exists) will be denoted by 
IJB'x. If {Bt, t E T} is a set of Boolean algebras whose free product is D, 
ra.S 
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then we will also denote this free product by a pair ({itheT> D) where 
for every t E T, it is the imbeddings map of Bt into D. We recall that a 
subset of a Boolean (=compact zero dimensional 1> Hausdorff) space is 
called 01,-nowhere dense if it is part of a nowhere dense set which is the 
intersection of at most 01, open-and-closed sets. A set is of 01,-category if 
it is the union of at most Oi., 01,-nowhere dense sets. A set of first category 
is the union of at most No nowhere (==-nowhere) dense sets. The smallest 
01,-field of subsets of the dual space of a Boolean algebra B, which contains 
all the open-and-closed subsets of the space will always be designated 
by F,x(B). Throughout the paper 01, will always stand for an infinite cardinal. 
Instead of the letter No we will also use the letter a. 
1. Definition 1.1. Let {Bt, t E T} be a set of Boolean algebras. 
An 01,-extension of {Bt, t ET} is a pair ({itheT> B) such that: (i) B is an 
01,-complete Boolean algebra; (ii) for every t E T, it is an isomorphism of 
Bt into B; (iii) U it(Bt) 01,-generates B. Every set {Bt, t E T} of Boolean 
tET 
algebras has 01,-extensions. For example, let ({it}teT> D) be the free product 
of {Bt, t E T} and let (j, D*) be the normal 01,-completion of D. Then 
({jitheT> D*) is an 01,-extension of {Bt, t ET}. Among all the 01,-extensions 
of {Bt, t E T} there is always a largest one in the follo.wing sense. 
Definition 1.2. An 01,-extension ({it}teT> B) of {Bt, t ET} is a free 
01,-extension if it satisfies: (iv) for every pair ({htheT> 0), where 0 is an 
01,-complete Boolean algebra, and where for every t E T, ht is a homo-
morphism of Bt into 0, there exists an 01,-homomorphism h of B into 0 
such that for every t E T, hit= ht. 
It is a matter of routine to show that if { Bt, t E T} has a free 01,-extension, 
then it is uniquely determined (up to isomorphisms), and that the extension 
map h is uniquely determined. We will always denote the free 01,-extension 
of a single Boolean algebra by B"' and thus identify B with its isomorphic 
copy in B"'. The existence of the free 01,-extension of a set {Bt, t E T} is 
stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem I. 3. Let {Bt, t E T} be a set of Boolean algebras and let 
({itheT> D) be the free product of this set. Then ({it}teT> D"') is the free 
01,-extension of {Bt, t E T}. 
The proof is immediate and is therefore omitted. 
The class of 01,-extensions of a set of Boolean algebras can be charac-
terized by a class of 01,-ideals of its free 01,-extension. 
Theorem 1.4. Let {Bt, t ET} be a set of Boolean algebras and let 
({it}teT> B) be its free 01,-extension. The 01,-extensions of {Bt, t E T} is in 
one-one correspondence with the 01,-ideals I of B such that for every 
1) i.e. the space has a base for its topology consisting of open-and-closed 
subsets. 
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t E T, In it(Bt) = (0). Moreover, if I is such an ideal and if his the natural 
eX-homomorphism of B onto Bfi, then the corresponding eX-extension 
is ({hit}teT,Bfi). 
Proof. Suppose that I is an cx:-ideal of B such that for every t E T, 
In i1(Bt) = (0). Then Bfi is an cx:-complete Boolean algebra and the 
map hit is an isomorphism for every t E T and Bfi is cx:-generated by 
U h(i1(B1)). Conversely, suppose that ({i't}teT• B') is an eX-extension of 
teT 
{ Bt, t E T}, then there exists an ex:-homomorphism h of B onto B' such 
that if I is the kernel of h, then for every t E T, I n it(Bt) = (0) and i'1 =hit. 
It easily follows that the correspondence is one-one. 
The following theorem is a generalization of the result obtained in [8] 
that the free ~0-extension of a Boolean algebra B is isomorphic to Fa(B). 
Theorem 1.5. The free ~0-extension of a set {B1, t ET} of Boolean 
algebras is isomorphic to Fa(D), where D is the free product of the Bt. 
The proof follows immediately from theorem 1.3 and from the result 
mentioned above. 
Remark. For every t E T, let Xt be the dual space of Bt, and let X 
be the topological product of the spaces X 1• Then X is the dual space 
of the free product D of the algebras Bt (cf. [6]). Hence by theorem 1.5, 
the free ~0-extension of {B1, t E T} is isomorphic to the smallest ~0-field 
of subsets of X containing all the open-and-closed subsets of X. 
We have already mentioned in the introduction that the free eX-exten-
sion BIX of a Boolean algebra B need not be eX-representable in general, 
but if BIX is eX-representable then BIX is isomorphic to FO<(B). 
Moreover for ex:> 2No each of these conditions is equivalent to the 
condition that B is superatomic (DAY [1], YAQUB [8]). These results 
can now be generalized to arbitrary sets of Boolean algebras, by utilizing 
another result that was proved in [1]. This result states that the free 
product of a set of superatomic Boolean algebras, each of which contains 
more than two elements, is superatomic if and only if the set is finite. 
We also observe that if the free product of a set of Boolean algebras is 
superatomic, then clearly each algebra of this set is superatomic because 
each algebra is a subalgebra of the free product (cf. introduction). The 
previous discussion together with theorem 1.3 yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.6. Let {Bt, t ET} be a set of Boolean algebras and let 
( {it}teT, B) be its free cx:-extension, where <X> 2No. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) B is eX-representable 
(ii) B is isomorphic to an cx:-field of sets 
(iii) B is isomorphic to FO<(D), where D Is the free product of the 
{Bt, t E T} 
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(iv) D is superatomic 
Moreover if each Be contains more than two elements, then each 
of the preceding conditions is equivalent to 
(v) T is finite and each Be is superatomic. 
We will close this section with a discussion of the free complete extension 
of a set {Be, t E T} of Boolean algebras. (The definition of the free com-
plete extension is obvious and will therefore be omitted.) It has beeri 
proved by DAY [1] that a single Boolean algebra has a free complete 
extension if and only if it is superatomic. The following theorem states 
the generalization of this result to arbitrary sets of Boolean algebras. 
Theorem 1. 7. Let {Be, t E T} be a set of Boolean algebras each of 
which contains more than two elements. Then the following are equivalent : 
(i) The free complete extension of {Be, t E T} exists 
(ii) T is finite and each Be is superatomic. 
Proof. (i) '* (ii). If the free complete extension exists then it is not 
difficult to show (cf. theorem 1.3) that it is the free complete extension 
of the free product D of {Be, t E T}. Hence D is superatomic and thus 
by theorem 1.6, T is finite and each Be is superatomic. 
(ii) '* (i). Suppose that T is finite and that each Be is superatomic. 
It follows from theorem 1.6 that the free product D of {Be, t E T} is 
superatomic. But then again it follows from the results mentioned above 
[1] that the free complete extension of D exists and this is clearly the 
free complete extension of {Be, t E T}. 
Remarks. 1. It follows from theorem 1.6 that if the free complete 
extension exists, then it is isomorphic to a complete field of sets. 2. The 
condition that each Be contains more than two elements is not required 
for the proof of (ii) '* (i). 
2. Definition 2.1. Let {Be, t E T} be a set of Boolean algebras. 
An rx-regular extension of {Be, t E T} is a pair ({it hET, B) such that: 
(i) B is an rx-complete Boolean algebra; (ii) for every t E T, it is an 
rx-isomorphism of Bt into B; (iii) U ie(Bt) rx-generates B. 
teT 
Every set {Be, t E T} of Boolean algebras has rx-regular extensions 
among which there is always a largest one in the following sense. 
Definition 2. 2. An rx-regular extension ( {it}teT, B) of {Be, t E T} 
is a free rx-regular extension if it satisfies: (iv) for every pair ( {ht}teT, 0) 
where 0 is an rx-complete Boolean algebra, and where for every t E T, 
he is an rx-homomorphism of Bt into 0, there exists an rx-homomorphism 
h of B into 0 such that for every t E T, hie=ht. 
It is matter of routine again to show that if the free rx-regular extension 
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exists, then it is uniquely determined (up to isomorphisms), and that the 
extension map h is uniquely determined. 
In order to distinguish between the free 1X-extension and the free 
1X-regular extension we will from now on denote the free (X-extension 
by ({it}teT' B) and the free 1X-regular extension by ({it}teT' B*). The 
free 1X-extension of a single Boolean algebra B will again be denoted by 
B"' and its free 1X-regular extension by B"' *. 
It was shown in [7] and [8] that B"' * always exists. Moreover B" * is 
isomorphic to B"ji"" where I" is the 1X-ideal of Ba generated by the 
elements u of Bo" where u = JJEa x, S C B, JSJ < 1X, such that JP x = 0. 
xeS xeS 
For 1X =No, this yields the result obtained by SIKORSKI [6] that B~. is 
isomorphic to Fa(B)/Ia, where Ia is the a-ideal of sets of Fa(B), which 
are of No-category. It was proved by SIKORSKI [7] that the free 1X-regular 
extension of a set {Be, t E T} of Boolean algebras always exists (where 
it is called maximal 1X-product). Our objective is to prove the existence 
of the free 1X-regular extension by generalizing in a natural way the 
results obtained by YAQUB [8] and by using the results obtained in 
section l. 
Theorem 2.3. Let {Be, t ET} be a set of Boolean algebras. Let 
( {ieheT, B) be its free 1X-extension. Let for every t E T, It be the (X-ideal 
of B generated by all elements u of B, where u= IP ie(x), S C B 1, JSJ <(X 
xeS 
and Jpe X= 0. Let I be the 1X-ideal of B generated by U It and let f be 
XES tET 
the natural 1X-homomorphism of B onto Bfi. Then ({fie}teT' Bji) is the 
free 1X-regular extension of {Be, t E T}. 
Proof. The proof will be given in three steps. 
(i) We will prove that for each t E T, fit is an 1X-isomorphism of Bt 
into Bji. Let D be the subalgebra of B generated by U ie(Be). Then 
teT 
it follows from theorem 1.3 that ( {it}eeT' D) is the free product of the set 
{Bt, t E T} and that B is the free 1X-extension of D. Let J be the 1X-ideal 
of B which is generated by all elements u of B such that u = IP x, S C D, 
roES 
JSJ <(X and such that rrn X=O. We will show that J (\ D = (0). Let D' 
XES 
be the normal 1X-completion of D and let g be the imbeddings map of 
D into D'. Notice that g is an (X-isomorphism. Since B is the free 1X-extension 
of D, g can be extended to an 1X-homomorphism g* of B to D'. Let K be 
the kernel of g*. Now suppose that u is a generator of J. Then g*(u)= 
=g*(ITB x)= ITD' g*(x)= ITD' g(x)=g(ITD x)=g(O)=O. Thus u E K and it 
xeS xES roeS roeS 
follows that J C K. But clearly K n D= (0) and thus J n D= (0). 
We will now show that In D=(O). Suppose that u is an element of B 
such that U= ITB ie(x), S C Be, JSJ <1X and such that ITBt x=O, where t 
roES XES 
is a fixed element ofT (thus u is a generator of Ie). It is known that it 
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is a complete isomorphism of Bt into D (cf. [6] and [7]). This follows 
also easily from the fact that the continuous map which is the dual of 
it is a projection map and therefore an open map. Thus we have 
it(JJEt x) =IF i1(x) = 0 and thus u E J. It follows that It C J and thus 
X€8 X€8 
I C J. But J n D = (0) and we conclude that In D = (0). This in turn 
implies that each fit is an isomorphism. It remains to show that each fit 
is an 0\:-isomorphism. For this, it suffices to show that if fJEt x = 0, 
re€8 
S C Bt, JSJ < 0\:, then ITB!I f(it(x)) = 0. Now ITB it(x) E I. Thus f(ITB it(x)) = 0. 
x€8 re€8 re€8 
But f is an 0\:-homomorphism and thus f (fP it(x)) = IIB/I f(it(x)) = o; 
This completes part (i) of the proof. 
(ii) We will prove that U fit(Bt) 0\:-generates Bfi. Suppose that D' is 
t€T 
an 0\:-regular, 0\: complete subalgebra of Bji, which contains U fit(Bt). 
t€T 
Then f-1(D') is an 0\:-regular, 0\:-complete subalgebra of B containing 
U it(Bi). But U it(Bt) 0\:-generates D and thus f-1(D') =Band it follows 
lET tET 
that D' = B/1. Hence U fit(Bt) 0\:-generates Bfi. 
tET 
(iii) In this part we will prove that the extension property for 0\:-
homomorphi~ms holds. Thus, let ({ht}1.,T, 0) be a pair, where 0 is an 
0\:-complete Boolean algebra, and where for each t E T, ht is an (X- homo-
morphism of Bt into 0. Then we must prove that there exists an 0\:-homo-
morphism h of B/I into 0 such that for each t E T, hfit = ht. ( {it}1.,T, B) 
is the free 0\:-extension of { Bt, t E T} and thus there exists an (X-homo-
morphism h' of B into 0 such that for each t E T, h1 =h'it. Let I' be the 
kernel of h'. We claim that I C 1'. For this, it suffices to show that for 
every t E T, It C 1'. Suppose that u is a generator of It, thus u = ITB it(x), 
x€8 
S C Bt, JSJ < 0\: such that ITBt x = 0. 
Now h'(u) = h'(ITB it(x)) = IT0 h'(it(x)) = IT0 ht(x) = ht(ITBt x) = 0. It 
re€8 re€8 xES re€8 
follows that u E I' and thus It C I' and we conclude that I C 1'. But 
I and I' are both 0\:-ideals and therefore there exists a well defined 0\:-
homomorphism h of B/I into 0 such that hf=h'. It follows that for 
every t E T, hfi1=h'i1=ht. This completes part (iii) of the proof. 
Remark. If for every t E T, Bt* denotes the smallest 0\:-regular, 
0\:-complete subalgebra of B containing it(Bt), then it is easy to see that 
for every t E T, (it, Bt*) is the free 0\:-extension of B 1• Moreover, if for 
every t E T, I* t is the (X-ideal of Bt* generated by all elements u of Bt*, 
where u=ITBt*i1(x), SC Bt, JSJ<;;G\, such that ITBtx=O, then again it 
re€8 x€8 
is not difficult to show that I is also generated by U It*. 
tET 
The 0\:-regular extensions of a set {Bt, t E T} of Boolean algebras can 
38 Series A 
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now be characterized by the following theorem which is a generalization 
of a result obtained by YAQUB [8] for the class of iX-regular extensions 
of a single Boolean algebra (also cf. SIKORSKI [7]). 
Theorem 2.4. Let {Bt, t ET} be a set of Boolean algebras and let 
({it}teT> B) be its free iX-extension and let I be the ideal of B as defined 
in theorem 2.3. Then, the iX-regular extensions of {Bt, t E T} are in one-
one correspondence with the iX-ideals J of B such that J :J I and such 
that for every t E T, J n it(Bt) = (0). Moreover if J is such an ideal and 
if his the natural iX-homomorphism of B onto BjJ, then the corresponding 
iX-regular extension is ({hit}teT> BjJ). 
Proof. First, suppose that J is an iX-ideal of B, satisfying the con-
ditions of the theorem. Clearly, for every t E T, hit is an isomorphism. 
We must show that it is an iX-isomorphism. It suffices to show that if 
JJBtx=O, SCBt, IBI<:iX, then IJBiJh(it(x))=O. Now IJBit(x)EICJ 
xeS xeS xES 
and thus h(IJB it(x))=O. Hence IJB!J h(it(x))=h(IJB it(x))=O. It is easy 
xeS xeS xeS 
to show that U h(it(Bt)) iX-generates BjJ. Thus ({hit}teT> BjJ) is an 
teT 
iX-regular extension of {Bt, t E T}. Conversely, suppose that ( {it'heT> B') 
is an (X-regular extension of {Bt, t E T}. Since ({it}teT> B) is its free 
(X-extension, there exists an iX-homomorphism h of B into B' such that 
for every t E T, hit=it'· But U i/(Bt) (X-generates B', thus his a mapping 
teT 
onto B'. Let J be the kernel of h. Clearly, we have for every t E T, 
J n it(Bt) = 0. We will show that J :J I. Suppose u is a generator of It, 
thus u = IJB it(x), S C Bt, lSI,;;; iX, such that IJBt x = 0. Then h(u) = 
XES xES 
= h(IJB it(x)) = IJB' h(it(x)) = IJB' it'(x) = it'(IJBt x)) = i/(0) = 0. This 
xeS xeS xeS xeS 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 yields as an immediate consequence a result for the free 
No-regular extension of a set {Bt, t E T} of Boolean algebras which was 
obtained by SIKORSKI [6]. Let for every t E T. Xt denote the dual space 
of Bt and Ft.a the smallest a-field of subsets of Xt which contains all 
the open-and-closed subsets of Xt, and let It denote the ideal of Ft.a 
consisting of sets of No-category. Furthermore, let X be the topological 
product of the Xt, and let for every t E T, nt be the projection map of 
X onto Xt, and let Fa be the smallest a-field of subsets of X, containing 
all the open-and-closed subsets of X. Finally, let I be the a-ideal of Fa 
generated by the sets At= {U: nt-l(U), U E It}. 
Corollary (SIKORSKI [7]). The free No-extension of {Bt, t E T} is 
isomorphic to Fafi. 
Proof. For every t E T, Ft. a is the free No-extension of Bt and Fa 
is the free No-extension of the free product of the Bt (YAQUB [8]). Then 
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the result follows immediately from theorem 2.3 (and from the remark 
following the proof of this theorem). 
Remark. If all the Bt are a-complete, then the ideals It can be 
replaced by the ideals of sets of first category (cf. [6]). 
3. We recall that the free complete regular extension of a single 
Boolean algebra B always exists and is isomorphic to the normal com-
pletion of B. (the definition of the free complete regular extension is obvious 
and will therefore be omitted). We shall show in this section that the free 
complete regular extension of an arbitrary set {Be, t E T} of Boolean 
algebras need not exist. If each Bt is atomic, then the free complete regular 
extension of {Be, t E T} exists if and only if T is finite. 
Lemma 3 .I. Let {Be, t E T} be a set of Boolean algebras and let, 
for every t E T, {je, Bt') be the normal completion of B 1• Then the free 
complete regular extension of {Be, t E T} exists if and only if the free 
complete regular extension of { Bt', t E T} exists, and furthermore the 
two are isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose that {it}teT' B) is the free complete regular extension 
of {Be, t E T}. For every t E T, let Bt" be the smallest complete, regular, 
subalgebra of B containing ie(B1). Since ie(Bt) is regular in Bt'', it follows 
that Bt'' is isomorphic to Be'. Let, for every t E T, ge be an isomorphism 
of Bt' onto Be". Then it is not difficult to verify that ({g1}eET' B) is the 
free complete regular extension of {Bt', t E T}. 
Conversely, suppose that ({it}teT' B) is the free complete regular exten-
sion of {Bt', t E T}. Observe that if ht is a complete homomorphism of 
Be into a complete Boolean algebra 0, then there exists a unique complete 
homomorphism ht* of ie(Bt') into 0 such that he* itit=ht. From this it 
is not difficult to show that ({idt}teT' B) is the free complete regular 
extension of {Be, t E T}. 
Theorem 3. 2. If {Be, t E T} is a finite set of atomic Boolean algebras, 
then the free complete regular extension of {Bt, t E T} exists. 
Proof. For every t E T, let Bt' be the smallest subalgebra of Be 
containing all the atoms of Bt and observe that Bt' is superatomic. Since 
T is finite, it follows from theorem 1. 7 that the free complete extension 
of { Bt', t E T} exists. Then, by an argument similar to that used in the 
proof of theorem 2.3, it follows that the free complete regular extension 
({it}tET' B) of {Bt', t ET} exists. Let Bt'' be the normal completion of 
each Bt'. Then by lemma 3.1, B is also the free complete regular extension 
of {B1", t E T}. But each Bt'' is also the normal completion of Bt since 
Bt'' is complete and contains all the atoms of B 1• Thus by lemma 3.1, 
B is also the free complete regular extension of {Be, t E T}. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let {Bt, t ET} be an infinite set of Boolean algebras, 
each consisting of four elements. Then the free complete regular extension 
of Bt, t E T} does not exist. 
Proof. Suppose that the free complete regular extension ({it}teT• B) 
of {Bt, t E T} exists. For every t E T, let ht be a homomorphism of it(Bt) 
into a complete Boolean algebra C. Since each ht is a complete homo-
morphism, the set {ht}teT has a common extension h which is a complete 
homomorphism of B into 0. This shows that ({it}tET' B) is also the free 
complete extension of { Bt, t E T} which contradicts theorem I. 7 since 
T is infinite. 
Theorem 3. 4. If {Bt, t E T} is an infinite set of atomic Boolean 
algebras, each of which contains more than two elements, then the free 
complete regular extension of { Bt, t E T} does not exist. 
Proof. Suppose that the free complete regular extension of {Bt, t E T} 
does exist. Let, for every t r;= T, Bt' be the normal completion of Be. Then 
by lemma 3.1, the free complete regular extension ( {it}tET, B) qf {Be', t E T} 
also exist. (With the proper identification, we consider each Be and each 
Bt' as subalgebras of B.) For every t E T, let Bt'' = {xt, Xt, 0,1} be an 
arbitrary four-element subalgebra of Bt, and let B' be the smallest com-
plete, regular subalgebra of B containing U Be". We shall show that B' 
tET 
is the free complete regular extension of {Bt'', t E T}. Suppose that for 
every t E T, he is a complete homomorphism of Bt'' into a complete 
Boolean algebra C. Since each Bt', as the normal completion of an atomic 
Boolean algebra, is a complete field of sets, there is a complete homo-
morphism ge of Bt' onto Be". For, let at and at' be two atoms of Bt such that 
at< Xt and at'< Xt and define gt as follows: gt(at)=Xt; gt(at')=it; if a 
is an atom of Bt, aofat, a# at', then gt(a)=O; and if bE Bt', then gt(b) = 
_Lgt(a), where a ranges over all the atoms of Bt contained in b. Then gt 
is a complete homomorphism of Bt' onto Bt''. Now each htgt is a complete 
homomorphism of Bt' into 0, and since B is the free complete regular 
extension of {Bt', t E T}, there is a complete homomorphism h* of B into 
0 such that h* is an extension of every htgt. Let h be the restriction of h* 
to B'. Then h is a complete homomorphism of B' into 0 which is an 
extension of every ht. Thus B' is the free complete regular extension of 
{Bt", t E T}. Since T is infinite, this contradicts lemma 3.3. 
Technological University of Delft, 
The Netherlands 
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